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"Censorship reflects a society's lack of confidence in itself.  It is a hallmark of
an authoritarian regime."

−−− Quote from Potter Stewart, an Associate Justice of the United States Supreme
Court.

Barack Hussein Obama has supported several treaties and laws which promote
censorship of contect on the Internet.  Don't expect Eric Corley and the Pee−Pee
Touchers to protest this at HOPE!
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Experimenting with a Stellex YIG Oscillator − Part 2

Overview

This is the second part of the Stellex YIG oscillator experiments which will be using the matching
synthesizer board that is often sold along with the Stellex/Endwave miniYIGs.

The main components of the synthesizer board consist of a National LMX2326 PLL with a United
Monolithic CND2050 "divide−by−4" prescaler feeding it, a couple of Sirenza SNA−176 MMIC gain
stages, a MtronPTI K1526CMQA voltage−controlled oscillator for the PLL's 10 MHz reference, a
National LMC6482 op−amp for the active PLL loop filter, and a couple of Motorola TCA0372
high−current op−amps to drive the tuning coils of the YIG.

There is a microstripline directional coupler which samples the RF output from the YIG, which then
feeds the MMIC gain stages before entering the CND2050 prescaler.  The "divided−by−4" RF
output from the prescaler is connected to the RF input pin of the LMX2326 PLL.  The synthesizer
board requires a clean (external) source of +8.5 and +5 VDC.  The +8.5 VDC input will also power
the YIG and its overall current draw will be around 500 mA.

The synthesizer board also requires an external means to program the National LMX2326
PLL.  John Miles (KE5FX) has an excellent little Windows program to control the LMX2326 PLL
directly via a computer's parallel port.  This will be handy for the initial testing of this
project.  Example PICBasic source code for a Microchip PIC16F84 will be given at the end of this
article if you wish to further experiment programming the LMX2326 without the need for a computer.

There is a 20−pin main connector on the synthesizer board which allows access for the DC voltage
inputs and the PLL's Clock, Data, and Load Enable lines.  There is also an optional "YIG On/Off"
control, and a means to tweak the internal 10 MHz reference signal which can be used to slightly
tune the final YIG RF output frequency.

The stock synthesizer boards work fine, but there are a few tricks and modifications you can do to
improve their performance.  On the microstripline directional coupler input there is a 3 dB attenuator
pad.  This can be removed if you wish to increase the final output RF power from the sampling
directional coupler.  Another modification is using an external 10 MHz reference source.  The stock
MtronPTI K1526CMQA isn't ideal, and using a higher quality reference source can reduce phase
noise/jitter on the final YIG RF output signal.

The pinout and description for the 20−pin (gray) connector is:

Pin Description Pin Description

1    Ground           11    YIG On/Off (Connect to +5 VDC through a 1 kohm resistor)
2    Ground           12    LMX2326 Load Enable
3    Ground           13    No Connect
4    Ground           14    LMX2326 Lock Detect (Low on PLL unlock)
5    +5 VDC Input     15    +8.5 VDC Input
6    +5 VDC Input     16    +8.5 VDC Input
7    LMX2326 Clock    17    Ground
8    No Connect       18    Ground
9    No Connect       19    10 MHz Reference Output
10   LMX2326 Data     20    10 MHz Reference Tune (0−2.5V)
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Pictures & Construction Notes

Overview of a stock Stellex YIG synthesizer board.

The sampling microstripline directional coupler is on the upper−left.  The silver square in the middle
is the MtronPTI K1526CMQA oscillator.  The United Monolithic CND2050 prescaler and National
LMX2326 PLL are on the upper−right.  The Motorola TCA0372 op−amps are on the lower−left.

The 20−pin programming connector (gray) is on the middle−right.  The 6−pin connector (white)
along the bottom is for connection to the YIG.

The pinout and description for the 6−pin Stellex miniYIG connector is:

Pin YIG Wire Color Description

1    Red               +8.5 VDC YIG Bias
2    Black             Ground
3    Violet            Tune +
4    Orange            Tune −
5    Yellow            FM +
6    Gray              FM −
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Closeup of the sampling microstripline directional coupler with the SMA connectors removed.

The RF input from the YIG would be on the bottom connector.

R17 is a 3 dB attenuator pad and may be replaced with a 0603 size 0−ohm resistor.

R1 on the directional coupler output is a 0−ohm resistor on this version of the board.  It may be
another attenuator on some models of this board.
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Removing R17.

This is optional, but adds 3 dB to the final RF output signal.
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Finished microstripline directional coupler overview.

R17 was replaced with a 0603 size 0−ohm resistor.
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Beefing up the SMA connectors.

You should solder the SMA connectors (on the bottom of the board) to increase their mechanical
stability.

This is handy when experimenting with the board so you don't break off the thin center of the SMA
connector.
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Overview of the 20−pin connector.

Note R24, a 1k ohm resistor.  This should be replaced with a 100 ohm resistor in order for the
KE5FX programming software to reliably detect the locking of the LMX2326 PLL.
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If you don't have a matching 20−pin connector, you may have to improvise something.

It helps to countersink the connector holes to allow for a little more working room.
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It's possible to use the crimp pins from a DB−25 connector in the 20−pin connector.

The DB−25 crimp pins are a tight fit, but will work.

There is also a solder cup on the crimp pins to easily attach wires to the pins.
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Inserting the crimp pins into the 20−pin connector.

Pins 5 & 6 are tied together, pins 15 & 16 are tied together, and all the grounds pins are tied
together.  There is really no need to connect to all the pins.
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Closeup of the stock 10 MHz MtronPTI K1526CMQA voltage−controlled oscillator.

You may want to use an external 10 MHz reference for a slight phase noise/jitter performance
increase.

This will require disabling the stock MtronPTI K1526CMQ oscillator.  You can do this by removing
R18, a 18−ohm resistor in series with the power line for the MtronPTI K1526CMQ oscillator.
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To insert your new 10 MHz reference clock signal, you'll need to remove C28, a 1000 pF series
coupling capacitor between the MtronPTI K1526CMQ oscillator and LMX2326 PLL.
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After removing C28, drill a small hole to the side of the exposed solder pad going to the LMX2326.

This will allow for the center conductor of a small piece of coax carrying the external 10 MHz
reference signal to connect to the solder pad.  This, in turn, is connected directly to pin−8 of the
LMX2326.
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Soldering the coax for the external reference signal.

Be sure the reference signal is well shielded and is isolated from the RF input to the PLL.
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The Stellex YIG synthesizer module, Stellex 6755−726F miniYIG, and an external 10 MHz TCXO
reference oscillator were mounted on a piece of K&S Metals aluminum sheet stock (#257).

An optional DB−25 connector allows for testing the YIG with the KE5FX software.  Be sure to
remove the PIC if you use an external means of programming.

The pinout and description for the 25−pin parallel port connector is:

Pin Description

2        LMX2326 Clock
3        LMX2326 Data
4        LMX2326 Load Enable
15       PLL Lock Detect
18−25    Ground
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Overview of the finished Stellex YIG sythesizer and control board.

A Stellex 6755−726F miniYIG is shown on the upper−left.  Its tuning range is approximately 8.1 −
10.3 GHz (+/− 200 mA tuning current).  The synthesizer board will work with similar YIGs from
around 2 GHz to over 12 GHz.

The RF output power from the synthesizer board was +5.6 dBm at 8.3 GHz and +3.5 dBm at 10
GHz.  Removing the R17 attenuator pad increases the output power by around 3 dB.  The raw RF
output power from the YIG is around +12 dBm.

For this example, the PIC16F84 programs the YIG for either 8.37 GHz or 10.0 GHz, depending on
the "Channel Select" switch position.
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Stellex YIG Synthesizer Programming Notes

Refer to the National LMX2326 datasheet for a more detailed explanation of the latches.

The Stellex YIG synthesizer board is designed to be run in normal mode only.  The FastLock
options are not usable.

The latches should be loaded in this order: Initialization Latch, Function Latch, R Counter, and N
Counter.

The "Initialization Latch" really isn't required, but it's listed in the datasheet so load it anyway.

All the latches are programmed as a 21−bit shift register with the Most Significant Bit (MSB) first and
on the rising edge of the clock signal.  Place the required value ("1" or "0") on the LMX2326's Data
line then bring the Clock line high then back low.  Load the final 21−bit value into the PLL's latch by
bringing the Load Enable line high then low.  All this can be accomplished by using the SHIFTOUT
command under PICBasic.

Function and Intialization Latches

MSB                                                                   LSB
F19 F18 F17 F16 F15 F14 F13 F12 F11 F10 F9 F8 F7 F6 F5 F4 F3 F2 F1 C2 C1
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0  0  1  0  0  1  0  0  1  0

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 1" for Initialization Latch intialization.• 
C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 1" for Function Latch intialization.• 
F1:  Counter Reset  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F2, F18:  Power Down  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F3−F5:  Lock Detect Modes  Should be "1 0 0" for digital lock detect.• 
F6:  Phase Detector Polarity  Should be "1" for Stellex YIG synthesizers.• 
F7:  Charge Pump Tri−State  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
F8−F17:  Fast Lock & Test Modes  All these bits should be set to "0" for normal operation.• 
F19:  Test Mode  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 

R Counter

Since the LMX2326 will be using a 10 MHz reference frequency and the step size needs to be 250
kHz, the "R Counter" will be 40.

This means the "32" and "8" bit divider ratios should be set to "1".

MSB                                                                   LSB
R19 R18 R17 R16 R15 R14 R13 R12 R11 R10 R9 R8 R7 R6 R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 C2 C1
0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0   0  0  0  1  0  1  0  0  0  0  0

                    8   4   2   1   5   2  1  6  3  1  8  4  2  1
                    1   0   0   0   1   5  2  4  2  6
                    9   9   4   2   2   6  8
                    2   6   8   4

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "0 0" for R Counter intialization.• 
R1−R14:  Divide Ratio  This counter must be between 3 & 16,383.• 
R15−R18:  Test Mode  Should be "0" for normal operation.• 
R19:  Lock Detect Precision  Number of cycles to use for PLL lock detect.• 
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N Counter

This is the main divider ratio and swallow bit counter for the PLL.  For a YIG output frequency of
8370 MHz, the "N Counter" will need to be 8370 (8370 MHz divided by 4 from the prescaler, then
divided again by the 250 kHz step size).  The LMX2326 PLL has an internal dual−modulus
"divide−by−32" prescaler on its RF input, so the "N Counter" is actually divided into a separate "B
Counter" and "A Counter."  The "B counter" will be 261 (integer of 8370 divided by 32) and the "A
counter" will be 18.  This is the swallow counter value required to get 261 * 32 (8362) to equal
8370.

N = (32 * B) + A
B = div(N / 32)
A = N − (B * 32)

Where div(x) is defined as the integer portion and 32 is the prescaler value.

An example "N" value for the YIG at 8370 MHz: 8370 = (32 * 261) + 18

The "B Counter" will be 261.  This means the "256," "4," and "1" bit divider ratios should be set to
"1".

The "A Counter" will be 18.  This means the "16" and "2" bit divider ratios should be set to "1".

MSB                                                                   LSB
N19 N18 N17 N16 N15 N14 N13 N12 N11 N10 N9 N8 N7 N6 N5 N4 N3 N2 N1 C2 C1
1   0   0   0   0   1   0   0   0   0   0  1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  0  1

    4   2   1   5   2   1   6   3   1   8  4  2  1  1  8  4  2  1  
    0   0   0   1   5   2   4   2   6               6
    9   4   2   2   6   8
    6   8   4
    <−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−B Counter−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−>  <−A Counter−>

C1, C2:  Control Bits  Should be "1 0" for N Counter intialization.• 
N1−N5:  A Counter  This counter must be between 0 & 31.• 
N6−N18:  B Counter  This counter must be between 3 & 8,191.• 
N19:  GO Bit  Charge pump output current (1 mA).  Should be "1" for Stellex synthesizers.• 
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Stellex YIG Synthesizer PICBasic Example Code

' Stellex YIG Oscillator Experiments
'
' LMX2326 Serial−Input PLL Frequency Synthesizer Loader Code
' PICBasic & 16F84
'
' LMX2326 DATA (12) = 16F84 PortB.1 (7)
' LMX2326 CLK (11)  = 16F84 PortB.0 (6)
' LMX2326 LE (13)   = 16F84 PortB.2 (8)
'
' Stellex 6755−726F YIG: 8.1 − 10.3 GHz
' Center Frequency: 9.14 GHz

IVAL1   VAR     WORD
IVAL2   VAR     BYTE
FVAL1   VAR     WORD
FVAL2   VAR     BYTE
RVAL1   VAR     WORD
RVAL2   VAR     BYTE
NVAL1A  VAR     WORD
NVAL2A  VAR     BYTE
NVAL1B  VAR     WORD
NVAL2B  VAR     BYTE

IVAL1 = $0004
IVAL2 = $13
FVAL1 = $0004
FVAL2 = $12
RVAL1 = $0005             ' R = 40 / 250 kHz step
RVAL2 = $0
NVAL1A = $8416            ' N = 8370 / 8.370 GHz
NVAL2A = $9
NVAL1B = $84E2            ' N = 10000 / 10.000 GHz
NVAL2B = $1               

Pause 20                  ' Wait a bit

POKE 134,128              ' PortB.0 − PortB.6 outputs, PortB.7 input

Low 0                     ' Bring CLK low
Low 1                     ' Bring DATA low
Low 2                     ' Bring LE low

' Load Initialization

SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[IVAL1\16]        ' Data,Clock,Mode,[Bits]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[IVAL2\5]
High 2                           ' Bring LE high, then low
Low 2            
Pause 3

' Load Function
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[FVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[FVAL2\5]
High 2
Low 2
Pause 3
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' Load /R
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[RVAL1\16]
SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[RVAL2\5]
High 2
Low 2
Pause 3

'Load /N
IF (PortB.7 = 1) THEN
  SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL1A\16]
  SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL2A\5]
  High 2
  Low 2
  Pause 3
ELSE
  SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL1B\16]
  SHIFTOUT 1,0,1,[NVAL2B\5]
  High 2
  Low 2
  Pause 3
ENDIF

Low 0                     ' Bring all pins low
Low 1
Low 2

End
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GBPPR Interferometric Surveillance Device Experiments − Part 2

A few weeks ago in a city not too far away...

UNION WARS
The Marxists Strike Back

It is a dark time for Wisconsin.  Although Obama's ratings have been destroyed,
liberal goons have driven the taxpayers from their homes and have pursued them
across the state.

Evading the dreaded Obama Truth Squads, a group of freedom fighters led by
GBPPR has established a new secret base in the remote tundra of Green Bay.

The evil lord Barack Obama, obsessed with destroying the United States, has
dispatched thousands of low−I.Q. drones into the far reaches of the state....

Introduction

In an attack coordinated and funded by the 1%, Democrats are organizing an assault on the elected
governor of Wisconsin.  Because Democrats are basically cry babies who won't ever admit they're
wrong (even as they destory entire cities and economies around them), they are now trying to
overthrow the government of Wisconsin.  Pitting the working middle−class against lazy
pubilc−sector union workers in their desperate attempt to regain power.  Included in the assault are
a bunch of Obama drones going door−to−door looking for public support in attacking our
government.  Now, imagine if someone came onto your property, without your permission and
unannounced, asking you to support overthrowing the government...  Kinda sounds like terrorism,
doesn't it?  The conversations with these drones go something like this:

Them:  We're looking for signatures and support to recall Scott Walker.
Me:  Why?
Them:  He's taking away our union rights!    (Note:  They really do say "our")
Me:  Unions don't have rights.  They have privleges granted to them by the legal, tax−paying, voters...
Them: Derp...  Ahh...  Umm...  Well...  He's cutting the budgets for our schools!
Me:  The Green Bay Public School District just wasted $700,000 installing over 500 pointless video
surveillance cameras in all the schools.  Where exactly is this budget cut?    (Hint:  Union bribery)
Them: Derp...  Well...  Umm...
Me:  They also just spent $100,000 on a pointless MotoTRBO radio system when there is a nice,
barely−used 930 MHz trunked radio system sitting on top of taxpayer−funded Lambeau Field...
Them: Derp...  Well...  Ahh...  Our schools can't afford chairs!
Me:  The schools waste thousands just to run the lights for a single night high school football game, pay
snowplow drivers $60−a−hour, and throwaway overhead projectors when the lightbulbs burn out...
Them: Herp−a−Derp...    (Note:  They run away at this point)

As you probably already knew, Democrats are absolutely clueless.  Some idiot on MSNBC or at
Media Matters/MoveOn.org tells them something − and they blindly believe it.  The scary part is −
these lazy, uneducated, and downright corrupt union members make up the Green Bay Public
School System and the Green Bay Police Department.  Your tax dollars at work...

   FROM:.341P.IMGOINGTOMAKE10TRAFFICSTOPSB4IGOHOME2DOWN8TOGO

   FROM: 211A.I DON'T LIKE THIS CALL.I DO LIKE THE.BLOND
         IN THIS CAR UP HERE,SHOULD I MAKE.A TRAFFIC STOP?

Yeah, there's no war going on against the working middle−class.  Just keep telling yourself that..
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Overview

Unprecedented forms of corruption require unprecedented forms of surveillance...  The first article
discussed construction of an interferometric surveillance device which worked on detecting the
Doppler shift of the returned signal.  This is O.K. for monitoring physically large movements, like a
moving object or a person breathing.  In order to detect microvibrations, the received RF signal
needs to be phase demodulated.  This is done by comparing the phase of the reference RF
illumination signal with the phase of received signal.  At 2.4 GHz, a 1 mm movement in the target
translates to a phase shift of 5.7°.  At 60 GHz, a 1 mm movement in the target translates to a phase
shift of 68.3°.  As you can see, the higher the carrier illumination frequency, the higher the
resolution which can be detected.  For comparison, the standard adult chest displacement from a
beating heart is approximately 0.3 mm.

For the final phase shift detection, we'll be using the Analog Devices AD8302 which was described
in GBPPR 'Zine, Issue #92.  The AD8302, which isn't ideal for this application, is capable of
detecting a minimum phase shift of around 0.25°.  This works out to a 0.043 mm movement at 2.4
GHz or 0.004 mm at 60 GHz.  These, of course, are just the theoretical limits.

The operating frequency for the device discussed here will be 8.37 GHz.  This is toward the
lower−end of the X−band and doesn't require the use of expensive (or hard−to−find) waveguide
components.  The block diagram shows the overall concept for the superheterodyne
interferometer.  A low phase noise YIG oscillator source provides the 8.37 GHz illumination RF
carrier.  It is split into two equal signal paths.  One path is sent to an optional phase shifter and is
further amplified before entering the output circulator and onto the antenna system.  The other path
is sent to a mixer to be combined with a low phase noise local oscillator signal at 8.3 GHz.  This
generates the REFERENCE 70 MHz IF for final AD8302 phase shift detection.  On the receive side,
the circulator sends the reflected signal to an optional receive pre−amplifier before feeding another
mixer which is also fed by the same 8.3 GHz local oscillator source.  This will generate the SIGNAL
70 MHz IF for the AD8302.  The 70 MHz SIGNAL side should contain the microvibrations in the
remote target which will be extracted by comparing its phase to the REFERENCE 70 MHz IF.

For a real−world application of devices like this, refer to this excerpt in the book The Company We
Keep: A Husband−and−Wife True−Life Spy Story, by Robert and Dayna Baer:

"I slide my chair around so Dan has to look at me.  'This is god−damned bureaucratic terrorism.  We
don't have cars.  We don't have a place to live, and on top of it I don't have a clue where we're going
to put this damn ray gun.'

In fact it's not a ray gun.  It's a kind of parabolic microphone that sucks conversations out of the air
at a long distance, even through the walls of buildings.  My plan is to find an apartment with a
line−of−sight view of the Hizballah safe house, position the mic in the apartment's window so it can't
be seen, and wait for the Hizballah operatives to blurt out something they shouldn't − a name, an
address, or a telephone number."

There is a little hint in the beginning of the book: "The term parabolic mic substitutes for a device
that is still classified."  That operation would have been in Sarajevo, Bosnia during the spring of
1996.  The CIA was helping Albanian Muslims, when they should have really been helping the
Serbs.  BTW, those CIA−backed Albanian Muslims would later go on to help form al−Qa'ida...

It's also possible to use a surveillance device like this in certain counter−UAV (Unmanned Aerial
Vehicle) operations.  Instead of a normal pulse (distance) radar, it's possible to listen for the distinct
sounds make by the engine and propeller as it flys through the air.
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Pictures & Construction Notes

General overview of the X−band RF power amplifier and output circulator stage for the
interferometer.

A Pulsar PS2−15−450/8S 2−way, 0° RF splitter is on the lower−left.

This splits the output of the 8.37 GHz transmitter oscillator into two paths.  One path is further
amplified and radiated, the other is sent to a mixer to form the REFERENCE 70 MHz IF signal.
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Overview of the X−band RF power amplifier section.

It is labeled SD−105376−M2 and was made by Harris/Farinon.  It was most likely a pre−driver stage
for a higher power amplifier.  The RF output power is around +20 dBm for a 0 dBm input signal.  It
requires +12 VDC at around 500 mA.

There is a "MON" tap which provides a −16 dBc tap for monitoring the output RF signal.

On the output of the RF power amplifier is a standard X−band 3−port ferrite circulator.  RF input
(from the power amplifier) is on the circulator's port 1.  The antenna connection will be on port 2,
and port 3 goes to the receive stage.

When using higher RF carrier power, it is best to use separate transmit and receive antennas for
maximum isolation between the two stages.
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On the input to the RF power amplifier is a phase shifter.

This is optional, but is useful to nullify any phase difference introduced in the other RF stages.

Shown is an evaluation board for a Hittite HMC931 X−band analog phase shifter.  This phase shifter
is essentially "passive," requiring only a 0−12 VDC tuning voltage to control the phase shift.  RF
input to the phase shifter should be under +10 dBm to prevent compression artifacts or phase
distortions.

The Hittite HMC931 has only three connections; RF input, RF output, and the voltage control.

A 1000 pF capacitor should be added on the evaluation board from the voltage control line to
ground.
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Overview of the installation of the phase shifter.

A LM2940−12 low−dropout voltage regulator provides a clean source of +12 VDC for the RF power
amplifier, the phase shifter control, and the receive pre−amplifier.

The 10 kohm multiturn potentiometer is for the phase shifter's control voltage.  A 0 to 10V voltage
control gives an approximate 0 to 360° phase shift.
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Overview of the optional low−noise receive pre−amplifier.

It's a Miteq AMF−2B−840106−45 and provides around 20 dB of gain over 8.4 to 10.6 GHz.

It's designed to work at +15 VDC, but it appears to work fine at +12 VDC.

A similar X−band receive pre−amplifier project was described in GBPPR 'Zine, Issue #79 using a
HughesNet/DirecPC NJR2117FJ satellite block downconverter.

Low−quality receive pre−amplifiers can be driven into compression, distorting or increasing the
noise on the received signal.
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Overview of the 8.3 GHz local oscillator source and mixer stages.

The 8.3 GHz local oscillator source on the right is a Delphi Components DI083−03 "brick" oscillator.

This oscillator uses an internal 100 MHz crystal reference source and provides a very clean RF
output signal at around +17 dBm.  It runs at +15 VDC and draws a little over 1 amp.

There is an optional isolator on the output of the brick oscillator so it always "sees" a 50 ohm load.

The local oscillator is split into two paths using another Pulsar PS2−15−450/8S 2−way, 0° RF
splitter.  Try to keep the RF paths of the two local oscillator sources equal in length.

The two RF mixers are REMEC Magnum MC76PR−3.  These mixers are not designed for operation
at this frequency range, but quality microwave mixers are difficult to find and very expensive.

The specifications for the REMEC Magnum MC76PR−3 mixers are:

  RF: 13.8 − 14.7 GHz
  LO: 11.8 − 14.0 GHz at +13 dBm
  IF: DC − 2 GHz
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Alternate view of the 8.3 GHz local oscillator source and mixer stages.

The two panel−mount SMA connectors on the lower−left are for the REFERENCE and SIGNAL
outputs for the AD8302 phase detector.

An external 70 MHz IF amplifier can be used on the SIGNAL output.

The output from the AD8302 phase detector can be displayed on a common oscilloscope for testing
purposes.  The AD8302 outputs 10 mV per degree of phase difference between the two input
signals.
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Front−panel overview of the experimental GBPPR X−band interferometer.

The banana jacks on the lower−right are for the +15 VDC power input.

The SMA jack on the left is for the antenna connection.
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Alternate view.

The Stellex YIG project described eariler provides the 8.37 GHz transmitter oscillator source.

The panels are made from K&S Metals aluminum sheet stock (#257).
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Alternate view.

A SPST power switch, 2 amp fuse, and protection diode were added on the +15 VDC input.
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Example antenna systems overview.

For fixed targets, a standard X−band horn antenna can be used.

For counter−UAV applications, the rotating antenna assembly from a Qualcomm OmniTRACS unit
will be utilized.  This is still experimental and will be discussed further in upcoming projects.
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Bonus
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End of Issue #94

Any Questions?

Editorial and Rants

See the Jew: Ruth Bader Ginsburg

"You should certainly be aided by all the constitution−writing that has gone on since the end
of World War II.  I would not look to the U.S. constitution, if I were drafting a constitution in
the year 2012.  I might look at the constitution of South Africa.  That was a deliberate attempt
to have a fundamental instrument of government that embraced basic human rights, had an
independent judiciary...  It really is, I think, a great piece of work that was done.  Much more
recent than the U.S. constitution − Canada has a Charter of Rights and Freedoms.  It dates
from 1982.  You would almost certainly look at the European Convention on Human
Rights.  Yes, why not take advantage of what there is elsewhere in the world?"

−−− Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg in a February 3, 2012 interview with Al−Hayat TV
in Egypt.

(realclearpolitics.com/video/2012/02/03/ruth_bader_ginsburg_to_egypt_dont_use_us_constitution_
as_a_model.html)

Still don't believe Jews are attacking our constitution and the very foundation of this country?  Wake
up!

Remember, this is coming directly from a Supreme Court Justice, a person whose sworn job is to
protect and defend the clauses in our constitution.

But she's really just pissed because the U.S. constitution was written to strictly limit the power of the
federal government − and instead give that power to the individual.  That little piece of paper kinda
throws a loop into the whole "Bolshevik/Marxist/Communist Jewish global tyranny thing" kikes like
Ginsburg want.  Jews don't want liberty for you...  They want power for themselves.

Also note how she mentions South Africa...  Since the nigger take over of South Africa, over 30,00
Whites have been murdered in the "undocumented ethic cleansing" pushed by their government.
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See the Jew: Andrew Adler

Still don't believe U.S. presidents are nothing but Jew puppets?  Wake up!

Here is an article by Israel−firster Andrew Adler in the Atlanta Jewish Times encouraging the
Mossad to "hit" (i.e. assassinate) Obama in order to protect Israel's existence.  How cute.

Kinda makes you want to reevaluate the JFK assassination, the USS Liberty attack, World War 1,
World War 2, Gulf wars, Iran war, 9/11, Federal Reserve, etc...
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Millions of YOUR tax dollars to protect Israel − none to protect American citizens
along the Mexico border.  Wake up!

U.S. Earmarks $235 Million for Israel's Defense Systems

December 22, 2011 − From: ynetnews.com

by Yitzhak Benhorin

WASHINGTON − The Unites States has announced it will allocate $235 million for the development
of safeguards against rockets and missiles that could be launched towards Israel by Hezbollah and
Iran.

A large part of the funds will go towards the development of the David's Sling system, designed to
intercept medium− to long−range rockets and cruise missiles, and the Arrow 2 and 3 systems
against long−range ballistic missiles.

This unprecedented sum comes at an unexpected time, while the American government is dealing
with large budget cuts, including at the Pentagon.

However, Pentagon officials were the ones who requested that Congress approve a $106 million aid
budget for Israel's defense systems against missiles, on top of the Iron Dome budget.

Congress chose to nearly double that amount, approving a budget of $235 million for 2012,
amounting to $25 million more than in 2011.

This budget, however, is not considered to be part of the American aid to Israel, but rather, goes
towards military cooperation between both countries, with each one allocating a similar amount in
developing anti−missile systems.

The US' defense assistance to Israel is estimated at over $3 billion for 10 years, beginning in 2007,
two−thirds of which end up in the hands of America's military industries.

When Arizona Governor Jane Brewer confronted the bumbling Kenyan on the lack of border
enforcement − the Magic Negro stomped off, pouting like a baby.

I guess that's what happens when you don't have a teleprompter telling you want to say...
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I'm shocked the media actually covered this!  Unfortunately, they are trying to bring
this crap to Wisconsin...

Obama's Chicago Called Most Corrupt City in Nation

February 14, 2012 − From: chicago.cbslocal.com

CHICAGO (CBS) −− A former Chicago alderman turned political science professor/corruption fighter
has found that Chicago is the most corrupt city in the country.

He cites data from the U.S. Department of Justice to prove his case.  And, he says, Illinois is
third−most corrupt state in the country.

University of Illinois professor Dick Simpson estimates the cost of corruption at $500 million.

It's essentially a corruption tax on citizens who bear the cost of bad behavior (police brutality, bogus
contracts, bribes, theft and ghost pay−rolling to name a few) and the costs needed to prosecute it.

"We first of all, we have a long history," Simpson said.  "The first corruption trial was in 1869 when
alderman and county commissioners were convicted of rigging a contract to literally whitewash City
Hall."

Corruption, he said, is intertwined with city politics.

"We have had machine politics since the Great Chicago Fire of 1871," he said.  "Machine politics
breeds corruption inevitably."

Simpson says Hong Kong and Sydney were two similarly corrupt cities that managed to change
their ways.  He says Chicago can too, but it will take decades.

He'll be presenting his work before the new Chicago Ethics Task Force meeting tomorrow at City
Hall.
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